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About This Game

Build Your Strategy. Squash Space Snails. Be a Star Viking.

In Star Vikings Forever you will build your team of spacefaring Vikings to take on the evil scourge of intergalactic snails in a
fun and nearly endless stream of challenging puzzles.

Best Indie at Google Play Best of 2017, Finalist at the Google Play Indie Games Festival, Winner for "Best Game Design" at the
Brazilian Independent Games Festival, and “Most Offensive Game Ever” at the Space Snails Game Conference. Star Vikings

Forever is a humorous Puzzle/RPG developed by the award-winning creators of Chroma Squad, Dungeonland, and Relic
Hunters Zero.

Position your team of uniquely built Vikings to strategically attack enemies, and clear the board. Enemies aren’t the brightest,
and will attack each other whenever they are attacked. This creates a very satisfying chain-combo system, where you can wipe

entire boards with a few moves to clear a path to advance to the next stage, or to complete a specific objective.

Take your time and strategize, or for faster paced combat, make multiple moves simultaneously. Puzzles are procedurally
generated, allowing for unique and nonlinear challenges every time. Each character has a standard melee attack, along with a

special ability attack that will send snails crying home to their shells. Each special ability is unique to their class and provides an
additional layer of strategy in solving puzzles.
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Star Vikings’ unique gameplay is packed full of content, and will turn even your non-gamer grandma into a hardcore min-
maxing machine by the time the credits roll!
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Title: Star Vikings Forever
Genre: Casual, Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Rogue Snail
Publisher:
Akupara Games
Release Date: 6 Oct, 2016

 a09c17d780 

English,French,Italian,German,Russian
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star vikings forever trailer. star vikings forever soundtrack. star vikings forever. star vikings forever wiki. star vikings forever
*2016. star vikings forever 4pda. akupara games star vikings forever. star vikings forever review. star vikings forever pc. star
vikings forever apk. star vikings forever android. star vikings forever steam. star vikings forever mod apk. star vikings forever
test. star vikings forever walkthrough

Awesome tool! A must have for every dev's arsenal.
. I obtained this in a bundle for £3.51, so that's the kind of value for money experience I'm basing this review on, rather than it's
current list price of £15.99.

TL:DR - Still isn't worth it, just get the Talos Principle instead.

Talos may be 2x the price, but in addition to being 9-11 times the length of Pneuma, has puzzles that are clearly conveyed to the
player and are rewarding to solve.

In Pneuma, puzzles are solved by positioning your character to have a line of sight, or lack of line of sight, to certain elements,
such as switches. If you can imagine trying to check if a switch is active, while not deactivating it by looking at it or any other
switches in the area that may have to be pressed in a sequence, you can imagine how frustrating this mechanic can be.

Length ~ 100 minutes.
The story is told through a narattor who beleives he is God, and who espouts all kind of philosophical nonsense throughout the
entire game. You'll want to mute the game halfway through so he'll shut up for 15 seconds.

So no, I can't recommend it, even if you can pick it up heavily discounted in a bundle.. So I have played a LOT over the last
week of owning this game. As you can see I already have almost 60 hours. I have beaten 202 waves in arena, which placed me at
rank 57 at the time currently rank 66 as of writing this. Here's what I like

 Classes and Subclasses are very enjoyable.

 The passive tree is great and I really enjoy this style of skill tree in any game.

 Skill specialization is cool and gives a added layer of skill tree style progression that allows you to make skills do even
greater things.
However this game does have many issues.

 Defenses in this game are handled poorly. 100% glancing blow, 89% block chance with 1650 block protection,
814 health, and a mix of protections and I still will randomly just about instantly die to a enemy walking over and
auto attacking me.

 Arena requires you to start at wave 1 EVERY time. The first 100 or so waves are a complete joke but take at
least 30 minutes to get through.

 Optimization for this game is pretty bad right now. Running a i5-4690k and a RTX 2070 and I can't play my
Acolyte\/Necromancer because I can make my FPS literally hit 0 and even on my Sentinel\/Paladin that I have
hit over wave 200 with if groups of enemies get too big and my 6th hit goes off on to many at once my FPS hits
0 as well but isn't nearly as often and is very much playable.

 Quite a few abusable skills or passives for certain classes that allow them to get tens of thousands of ward which
is temporary health, or allows them to do MASSIVELY more damage than other classes. However this is
Alpha\/Beta so take this last point with a grain of salt as it can and most likely will be fixed.
Finally I want to say that the Devs for Last Epoch seem great so far. They are fairly active with the community
through discord. Community seems to be growing well and has many people throwing around build ideas and that
are willing to answer questions for new players. Right now I am not going to say I don't recommend Last Epoch.
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This is only because there are currently better, well rounded games you could play of the Genre. However
assuming the issues with this game get fixed it could easily be my favorite and I would absolutely recommend
this game so with about a year left of Alpha\/Beta we will have to wait and see what the Devs have in store for
us.. Almost as good as IV.. Love this game.. English: Good pictures in making-off PDF. I live not far from that
so I might visit it one day.

Slovak: Pekn\u00e9 obr\u00e1zky boli v PDF-ku o tvorbe hry. Ne\u017eijem a\u017e tak \u010faleko tak by
som tam mohol is\u0165 niekedy pozrie\u0165 :-). Dr\u017e\u00edm v\u00fdvoj\u00e1rom palce aby sa im
darilo aj v bud\u00facnosti.. Omg, this update feels like a whole new game. It ereases som many balancing
issues. More items, and coop mode. Iam happy. Tales from the Borderlands is an episodic graphic adventure
game where your choices can cause huge consequences. You play as Rhys and Fiona, both of them have a
different personality and 'objective' as they start off, but things take a different turn. I didn't play any of the
Borderlands game and still enjoyed this game to the fullest. The characters are all so funny and likable, there
wasn't a moment where I felt bored of the story even when they kept introducing a new character after another.
https://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=1611806192

Rhys and his friend Vaughn went to Pandora to exchange a 10 million dollars with a vault key from a man named
August and his partner Sasha, things didn't go as they planned because Fiona, the Con-artist who is your second
character is involved in all of this. I won't spoil anything about the story because it will be more fun to experience
it yourself. The gameplay is more like a visual novel with timed choices, you get the chance to move your
character from time to time and choose if they want to interact with an object or just look at it.
https://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=1616895278

The music sold me to this game, especially Bossanova and Zer0's intro. The visuals are really nice, this art style is
timeless, although the game was first released in 2014 it is still playable and enjoyable. I believe the writing of
the game and personalities made this game successful, the humor is the best! I also never thought I'd like a robot,
but Loader Bot and Gortys are so cute.
https://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=1611804010

Pros:
+Very fun story full of humor.
+Great soundtracks.
+Very well done voice over.
+Nice graphics.
+Good animation and characters design.
+Choices and consequences.
+High replay value. Has multiple endings and outcomes.
+Steam achievements.

Cons:
- No manual save.

I highly recommend this game to people who enjoy humor and story-rich games, it felt like watching a movie.
Each episode takes around two hours to finish and there are a total of five episodes.

������ �������� �������������� ���������� ���� �������������� �������� ����������'�� ������������
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for the good\/bad points skip to the end of the review
Its worth noting the official site contains a demo (i dont know if its just one map or what not but if your unsure about the game
still you could grab it and see)

Type of game
large-scale strategy (this means you will be trying to control multiple units and bases generally trying to attack while defending
your own base to exploit your opponents weaknesses).
In short you will build hundreds of units fairly quickly, send them off to die (i mean take control of a area you like), train more
units as your opponent counters, or exploits a lack of defence on your base, this struggle goes back and forth untill you or
they\/them break though and wipe you out

Gameplay
Like most strategy's of the war genre there is a Rock-Paper-Scissors based combat, this does not mean air kills land units, but
each unit has a strength and weakness, so a helicopter with ground missiles is easy prey for a jet with high calabure machine
guns, but a infantry man with anti air can happily take your pretty jet out of the sky, however if they can shoot at it, enough
rocks with happily tear the paper in half
On top of that if you control special deposits of ore you can build mega units, these big boys can decimate a whole army, but
like anything enough bee stings will quickly bring them down, costing the user more money than the units used to kill them, so
needs a suitable force to protect them still
Sound
The music is a nice mix of Heroic\/Inspiring music, its a nice mix but for extended play, you will most likly turn it off and pipe
in your own music\/tv over it while leaving sound effects on
Sound effects, these are not awe inspiring but are distinctive enough to tell whats shooting, and when a unit dies
AI
Due to the combat model used the AI is fairly competent, it throws a mixture of units at you and keeps up the attacks, meaning
you will always have something to do, be it train more units, lead a offensive or counter attack, or defend your own bases
Campaign
At this time i havnt completed the Campain, while described as epic i think i was Spoiled by the campaign of Supreme
Commander (1), leaving me to feel abit less epic. That being said the missions have good dialogue with each mission following
on from the last. however start of fairly short. along side this the AI here tends to be fairly restricted at least on the 1st 6-7
missions leaving you to do most the attacking, and stomping them

Skirmishes
you and upto 3 AI
Like most War Strategy games this (and multiplayer) is where you will spend most of your game time. It features a nice suite of
options including muliple landscapes eg, islands and climents (just for a change of scenery), and a handful of "popular" game
modes,

Multiplayer
with the nice background of units, the multiplayer is failry equal, you have lots of statergys to use against your human
opponent\/s and spamming one type of unit might work, but can very quickly be countered. it doesnt support ui, meaning you
cant have you and a mate battling too "robotic" ai. you have to face off another human team alone. you also cannot set it up as a
private game, meaning if you want your friend you should time it, so no one else jumps in and steals his place(granted its a bit
quite at the moment)

Options
most the normal options here, sound controls ect, resoluctions (upto 1080) and the ability to adjust particles (quality of the
wepon's fire)
one of the negative aspects is the save option, it works but you can only save one game (although it seems Campaign save and
Skirmish save is separate, but it mean you can only play one Skirmish at a time, and not bounce around between several, or have
a backup save incase it gets corrupted (i personaly like to make a save at the very start as a map backup, incase i realy enjoy that
map and want to use it again, but in another way)

______________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________
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_____________________________________________

This game plays somewhat like Supream Commander (1), if you have played that and enjoyed it, you will enjoy this game, it
might not be a grand or as pretty but its a very good spitual successor to it with plenty to keep you busy
pros:
Large amount of units to choose from
Large scale war, who likes mothering over 20-30 units, you trained them to die,they will die
Good selection of countrys to pick from, not just the old fashion USA\/Russia\/China choice (although the campain Revolves
around these)

Multiple resolutions (most of them are common ones such as 1080)

Easy to use UI, if you have played a staregy game before you will generally feel at home

Keybindings (kinda)

Plenty of map choice (eg continates\/sea\/ islands ect)

Cons:
Most of the keybindings are your control groups or open the map, you cant set keybindings to build buildings or train units

No repeat queue order

Mini map is in a odd place and cant be moved

Default options have the unit cap at 1000, im assuming this might be the top end cap for phones, and pc's can go higher without
a high fps drop (upto 5000 units)

Shadows seem to be a dark green which just looks odd when your near a forest

Low Res Grahics (commonly called charming or retro)

Only one Save slot (One for Campain, One for Skirmish)

No Private mode or AI in Multiplayer

Steam Overlay doesnt work. Might be great as a mobile ap, but buggy (lock-up on double-click) on the pc; and definitely
convoluted. I usually
look to these kind of games to support indies and relax. This one raised my blood-pressure.. Alien Hallway offers a different
approach to the Tower Defense genre, in fact it is hard to call it a tower defense game at all as it feels more of a scrolling puzzle
which relies on timing more than strategy.
The graphics are nothing to write home about but the gameplay can be quite absorbing and it is another one of those games
which you find yourself saying "just one more level than I will quit"
Overall an average game, nothing to write home about but enjoyable every now and then. I certainly wouldn't pay full price for
it, maybe wait until it is on offer or in an Indie Bundle of some sort.. Worth the price for the Maserati 250Fs alone- Perfect for
playing out Fangio throttle steering fantasies at Monza.

Italians make the greatest cars, and greatest car simulations evidently!. First the Game: its a ccg with good mechanics (dispite
what I read in reviews) that offer some interesting strategies. When all things are even though, there is a lot of He-who-goes-1st-
wins though and thats my bigest quip with this game. In the arena you always go 1st so its fairly easy to get a good rank there,
but in live head to head, not so much. Most decks are prety evenly matched so 1st move is huge! Other than that, matches are
fun and quick. there are a few OP cards runnning around, but there are good stratgies to defeat most of them. All in all a solid
CCG.
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Any game that has in ap purchases always makes me cringe, but for some reason I gave this one a try anyway. Lets get this out
of the way: There is indeed an P2W slant to this game, I have spent exactly $0.00 on this game and have done pretty well.
Initially it seems pretty easy to move along until about a hour into it, then the breaks catch and things slow down. but getting into
a active clan made a huge difference. Mid to high level cards are passed out to each member so I have some pretty nice cards.
Can I beat the cashers.....sometimes. And when I do it feels pretty good.. I was really impressed with this game the moment I
started playing it. It's something between LoG and MMX which I loved both so it's not suprising that I'm very pleased with
Ruzar-TLS also!

Pros:

-NPCs
-Quests
-Shop(s) with different approach than usual
-Hard when you begin and before you start figuring out elements of the game since there is no holding hands from the tutorial
aside some basics
-Nice and easy UI that helps you in combat, etc.
-Interesting and promising skilltree
-Well thought of using stones\/torches etc in the game without going to inventory first and needing to place them in hand to use
them
-Pretty layouts and monsters(so far that I've played-level 3)
-Smart system of teleporting and memorizing spells
-New features like fire camps that help you to...wont say because it will be a spoiler
-Some features with no knowledge of their usage and how will affect the game like some Dark Stones which are not activated as
of yet in this part of EA

Cons(that dont affect my super positive opinion but rather are suggestions towards improving the game furthermore):

-Not visible hp\/mana\/xp points on main screan but only bars without numbers
-Not hp points or bar for monsters makes it harder but I prefer to have some idea of how tough they are(there is a bestiary that
gives you detailed information on enemies but after you have killed 17 of each kind, at least thus far)
-During selling\/buying you dont see your character and his equipment but only your stack that's available for selling
-There is no user friendly comparison between items to buy\/sell or items you loot and your equipped gear(definetelly this part
of the game NEEDS immediate improvement)
-Not automated stacking of the same stuff like potions
-No mini map but then again I believe now it's maybe better this way even though in the beginning I wished for it in order to
stop pressing M for map constantly
-Since there is only one main character, there should be customization of his portrait just for the fun of it
-Enemies feel way too slow after the first encounters and when you are in the wide open easy to avoid and strike them
-Some glitches in the graphics and it is "pain in the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665quot; when trying to push buttons on the
walls which dont respond immediatelly or well
-Not enough content for EA about only 20% judging from what I've read in forums and I CRAVE FOR MORE right now
-Easy and not enough puzzles in the first 3(actually 2 not counting the first one which is tiny) levels

That's it for now that I have pretty much cleared level 3 and waiting for new content from the devs.

Overall impression for Ruzar-TLS is that with some balancing and minor improvements on UI\/gameplay will be up there, if not
higher, with my other favourite RPG\/Dungeon crawlers.

WELL DONE devs, I fully support you and expect you to improve your little gem based on the community's
comments\/suggestions!. (\u25e3\u2200\u25e2)\u03c8 \u033f\u033f(\uff40\u32a5\u76ca\u32a5)\u03a8 \u033f\u033f
\u033f\u033f \u033f'\u033f'\\\u0335\u0347\u033f\u033f\\\u0437= ( \u2580 \u035c\u035e\u0296\u2580)
=\u03b5\/\u0335\u0347\u033f\u033f\/'\u033f'\u033f \u033f \u033f\u033f \u033f\u033f \u033f\u033f
(\u25e3\u2200\u25e2)\u03c8 (\u25e3\u2200\u25e2)\u03c8
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. If you want cancer, this is your game.. my god it took awhile to complete but i got there still it was too cheasy and barely
tolerble in small doses only the most paitiant can win this game still i finally got all five ending hazar anyway its way too cheasy
for my likeing and i dont think ill play it again anythime soon 3\/10

Bug Squashin' Update!:
Hello space snails, long time! We've updated the game with a bundle of bug fixes for you. This doesn't include every
outstanding issue, but should bring some further improvements to your experience!

Changelog:

 Bug Fix - Loki's Helmet bonus skill damage is now given to the entire party

 Bug Fix - Some days the Daily Quests would display an error message. This is now addressed

 Enhanced Quest notification - old unfinished daily quests do not pop up anymore, before you get a new one

 The Party screen is now unselectable on Act 1 part 1

 The Quest button is now unselectable when you don't have any active quests

 Fixed some interface layouts that were broken

 Small fixes to Localization for Russian, French, Italian, and Spanish
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. Star Vikings Forever Released!:
The day has finally come, Star Vikings Forever is LIVE!

Are you going to start the game over with a fresh team, or hop into the fray on New Game + mode?

If you didn't hear, there's some fun updates:

 New Game Plus Mode (after you beat original game)

 New Languages - French, Italian, German, Spanish, and Russian!

 UI Revamped for Steam

 Restart button added to all levels, so you don't have to quit out to the main menu anymore

 Performance optimization

 New logo, branding, title screen, and awesomeness!
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. Performance Patch:
Hello space snails, we have patched the game with some better performance and bug fixes!

Changelog:

 InGame CPU workload optimizations (running 4 times faster)

 Fixed some constant freezing issues

 FPS limit option

 Fixed Bullseye ability

 Minor graphics optimizations
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. Beta Is Over!:
Hi everyone,

Thank you dearly for assisting us during the past few months. Your feedback has been invaluable!

The Beta is officially over and we are releasing the game on Thursday (October 6th) for PC, Mac and Linux! Yay!

Your Beta keys won't carry over to the final game. If you liked the game, please support us by buying a copy!

**But just wanted to give you a heads-up!**

Before release tomorrow Valve will revoke free Beta access. The full game will only be available if you purchase it.

You might get a very scary message saying you had a "Payment Issue" or some nonsense like that. It's a default message from
Valve, and I wish they could change it, but it 100% HARMLESS and will NOT flag your account or have ANY negative
repercussions whatsoever.
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I hope it is clear :) And I hope it does not scare you when it comes up (I find it to be a bit scary, myself).

Cheers,

~Mark. Star Vikings Forever Announced!:
We're very excited to announce that Star Vikings is getting revamped and relaunching as Star Vikings Forever on Steam, as well
as releasing on iOS and Android devices July 6th!

Check out the New Trailer!

This is a free update for all current owners of the game. Earlier this year Rogue Snail announced their partnership with
publisher Akupara Games[www.akuparagames.com], who is working with them on this release.

There are a lot of little updates and bug fixes, but most notably we added NEW GAME PLUS! Once you beat the game, play it
again with your same party, fighting harder enemies, and upgrading your Hats to the EXTREME!

Here's some of the new updates:

 New Game Plus Mode (after you beat original game)

 New Languages - French, Italian, German, Spanish, and Russian!

 UI Revamped for Steam

 Restart button added to all levels, so you don't have to quit out to the main menu anymore

 Performance optimization

 New logo, branding, title screen, and awesomeness!

.
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BETA Update 1 is out!:
Hey everyone,

Thanks a lot for all the help with the game's Beta. Your feedback and gameplay videos have been invaluable.

We are releasing the first major update to the Beta. The game is almost content-complete, and you can now finish it. Just be
aware that the cutscenes are still very unpolished and their low quality can spoil the experience a bit.

Our first major change in response to your feedback was the interface: you told us that it is too big and too "mobile-y". We
made it big to match our inspirations (PopCap games from the early 2000's, mostly), but we understand that for today's
standards they look uncomfortable and they make the game look like a mobile port.

We hope you like the new look for the interface! Our Shop is still unfinished though, so it still looks ugly (sorry!).

Next update: the ranked "Trials of Valhalla" mode! (that's the big green gate on Snail Planet, for those of you who asked).

Cheers,

~Mark

Features
------------
Act 4 is now accessible!
All Mystery Levels are now accessible!
The Boss Battle and Ending are now accessible (but cutscenes still suck though)!
OSX and Linus versions!

Enhancements
---------------------
New interface scale and polish! Let us know what you think! :)

Fixes
--------
Fixed a bug where Lava Snails would target the exit squares;
Fixed a bug where the Pirate Snails and Temple Snails visuals would change while attacking;
Fixed a bug where 4:3 resolutions would not allow you to exit the board on the top left corner;
Fixed a bug where the "Delete" button on the Viking Screen would show up in the wrong Language;
Fixed a bug where Moon Snails would steal health from one another creating an infinite combo;
Fixed a bug where the Ice Rifle effect would be crazy and floating around the screen;
Fixed a bug where the Fire Trap effect would be misplaced when fired upwards;
Fixed a bug where the price for Laser Sweep item would be displayed incorrectly on the shops;
Fixed several minor text errors;
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